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The tradition of quilting has long been a part of our nation since the colonial times. And while 
the purpose of this communal activity was to create a beautiful textile that was primarily used as 
a bed cover, the finished bed spread offers only part of the story.  As an example of this cultural 
practice, the Baltimore Album Quilt, which originated in Baltimore in the 1840’s, became one of 
the most popular styles of quilts and is still made today. These quilts are made up of a number of 
squares called “blocks” with each block representing a colorful design within its pattern area. 
However, each block serves a purpose beyond merely its vibrant appeal. You see, the name 
album quilt offers a fitting description of the process involved in creating the bed cover where 
the arrangement of these combined squares form a scrapbook of memories. What’s more, these 
block squares often represent a story or a lesson that has shaped our lives. Considering this time 
honored custom, the following poem by Helen Lowrie Marshall offers a telling description of 
quilting and its relational view to our lives: 
 

Life is a Patchwork Quilt 
Life isn’t given to us all in one piece - it’s more like a patchwork quilt; 
Each hour and minute a patch to fit in to the pattern that’s being built. 

With some patches light — and some patches dark and some that seem ever so dull; 
But if we were given to set some apart - we’d hardly know which to cull. 

For it takes the dark patches to set off the light and the dull to show up the gay; 
And somehow the pattern just wouldn’t be right if we took any part away. 

No life isn’t given to us all in one piece, but in patches of hours to use; 
That each can work out his pattern of life to whatever design he might choose. 

 
When I read this poem, I couldn’t help but reflect on the blessed gift of grandparents and the 
essential role that they play in the lives of our students. In considering this special relationship, 
there is a unique bond that is formed during the minutes and hours that our young people share 
with their grandmothers and grandfathers. Moreover, this extraordinary group of adults often 
assumes the position of serving as a surrogate parent and supportive role model for our young 
students. And as a sage guide to their grandchildren, I know well that the tapestry of this 
relationship offers our students the timeless message of the gift of family, the blessing of faith 
and the essential qualities of character. From one generation to the next, the life lessons that are 
imparted between the old and the young, serves as an “album quilt” that forms memories of who 
we are and who we hope to become. And if I were to summarize the essence of these shared 
lessons, there’s a ripple effect in all we do –what you do, touches me; what I do, touches you.  
 
May God continue to bless all of our grandparents and the scrapbook of memories that serve as 
blocks on the patchwork quilt of our lives.   
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